
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 

15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) RS 485.

 b) Passive RFID.

 c) Serial Port.

 d) Dipole.

 e) Broadside Array.

 f) Beam Width.

 g) Waveguide.

 h) Virtual height.

 i) Maximum usable frequency.

 j) VHF.
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 xv) Describe the ISI standards on radio 

receiver.

SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 Draw the block diagram of communication 

receiver. Explain function of each block in detail.

Q.4 What is modem? How GSM modem is 

configured? Explain the application of GSm  

module.

Q.5 Describe ionosphere with the help  of neat 

diagram. Explain characteristics of its layer.

Q.6 Describe various ranges of electromagnetic 

spectrum in detail.

Q.7 Write short note on  following

 i) Automation in communication system.

 ii) Reactance FET based FM transmitter.
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 iv) Explain the working principle of Armstrong 

FM transmitter.

 v) How AM transmitter are classified on the 

basis of frequency.

 vi) Draw the block diagram of a transmitter 

using low level modulation.

 vii) Explain the feature of DISH ANTENNA. 

 viii) Explain  the application of folded dipole.

 ix) Explain the  concept of polarisations of EM  

waves.

 x) Explain the  concept of skip distance.

 xi) Explain space wave propagation  in brief.

 xii) How faults are send through GSM 

commands?

 xiii) Explain the concept of conversion of RS232 

to RS485 levels.

 xiv) W h a t  a r e  t h e  u s e s  o f  R S 2 3 2  

communication?
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 k) Modulating signal.

 l) Indirect FM genration.

 m) AGC.

 n) Varactor Diode.

 o) Selectivity.

 p) Receiver tracking.

 q) IF for television receiver.

 r) AT commands.

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 

parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Explain the working of RC ckt used for de-

emphasis and pre-emphasis in FM 

reception.

 ii)  Why higher frequency signal needed higher 

IF value?

 iii) Explain the basic principal of super 

hetrodyne receiver.
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